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TRAINING IN INCLUSIVE PRACTICES FOR TEACHERS
Abstract
There is a lack of training in the areas of inclusive practices and disability for middle
school teachers of inclusive classrooms that contain a wide variety of students. This project
offers a professional learning opportunity intended to increase teacher efficacy of inclusive
practices and in return increase student learning in these classrooms. The content of the
professional learning opportunity was designed to (a) increase teachers’ understanding of two
common disabilities, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD), along with the correlating strategies to be used for these populations. This
professional learning opportunity was also designed to (b) teach the 10 best inclusive strategies
for teachers of inclusive classrooms. This training consists of a presentation with a slideshow
including videos, group reflections, games, and a one-page best practice reference sheet that
summarizes the key points of the presentation.
Keywords: disability, inclusive classroom, teacher efficacy, training
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Chapter One
Introduction
Many general education teachers in the United States are seeing an increase in the
amount of time students with disabilities spend receiving their education in general education
settings. Teachers of inclusive classrooms are expected to teach an array of students including
those with disabilities with the same teaching tools and strategies as they have used in the past
(McCann, 2014). Currently, there is a lack of training for teachers on how to scaffold and modify
curriculum to the wide variety of learners in the inclusive setting (Kurth, Gross, Lovinger, &
Catalano, 2012). In addition, general education teachers lack knowledge about disability and
special education, thus making it hard to understand the needs of the populations of students with
disabilities in their classrooms (Parsons, Miller, & Derris 2016). This situation seems fair for the
students, but perhaps not for teachers who have been undertrained in disability and inclusive
practices.
Training for general education teachers of inclusive classrooms in special education and
disability has been shown to improve teachers’ efficacy levels in classroom management and
inclusive strategy use (Parsons et al., 2016). As a fifth year special education teacher, this teacher
researcher has seen the positive effects of inclusive practices in middle schools across many
different settings. I also have seen the negative effects when teachers are unfamiliar with
disability and lack strategies to accommodate all learners in the classroom. Consistent support
and trainings must be provided for teachers of inclusive classrooms, if they are expected to
successfully teach students with diverse learning needs. This chapter describes the purpose and
significance of the project and provides definitions of key terms.
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Purpose of Project/Statement of the Problem
This project is being designed to solve the problem of lack of training in the area of
inclusive practices for middle school teachers who educate students with disabilities in their
classrooms. Inclusive classrooms at the middle school level bring about many challenges to
general education teachers, as these classrooms are full of adolescents who are language learners,
have special needs, and are at various academic levels (O’Keeff, & Medina, 2016). Teachers are
required to create an environment and lessons that equitably teach the curricular content to all
students. This is a very hard task to do without specific training on inclusive practices and
disability.
The purpose of this project is to address the current problem of teachers’ lack of efficacy
with regard to inclusive practices due to a lack of training in lesson design and disability.
Specifically, the project aims to provide middle school general education teachers with
information on best practices and available resources they already possess that should enable
them to structure more responsive environments and lessons for their diverse classrooms. This
will be achieved by the author researcher creating a professional learning experience that
introduces teachers to a variety of disabilities and strategies to teach these populations as well as
inclusive classroom best practices and examples of lessons using these best practices. The author
researcher also will create a handbook of inclusive best educational practices that middle-level
general education content teachers in inclusive classrooms can subsequently use with the
resources found in their classrooms to design lessons with all students, including those with
disabilities, in mind.
The professional learning materials that are the product of this project answer the
following research questions: What professional development opportunities and materials can
2
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assist middle-level general education content teachers to design lessons and classroom practices
that address the learning needs of all students, particularly students with disabilities in inclusion
classrooms? What professional development opportunities and materials can increase middlelevel general education content teachers’ efficacy in inclusionary practices in their classrooms?
Significance of Project
This project is significant in that the products of the project - the professional learning
experience and its accompanying manual of best practices – can provide teachers of inclusive
classrooms the knowledge and tools they need to create environments and lessons that allow all
students to grow academically. The products offer middle-level educators information on overall
best practices of inclusive classrooms that they can use easily and immediately. The professional
learning materials and experiences resulting from this project show teachers the multitude of
resources that they possess in their classrooms, including their students, and how to use them to
create inclusive lessons. Teachers who receive the training developed through this project will
likely have more knowledge and efficacy in inclusive practices. Ultimately, the beneficiaries of
this project will be students, particular students with disabilities, in inclusive classrooms.
Hopefully the practices their teacher put into place will lead to students’ increased academic
engagement and performance. Sustained effects of this project may occur if administrators
support inclusive education by providing subsequent trainings and coaching as well as platforms
for teachers to collaborate and create inclusive lessons.
Definition of Terms
Accommodation. An accommodation is a change to curriculum and/or instruction that
does not change the nature of what a students is taught or expected to learn, but instead changes
how that student gains access to content or an assignment. An accommodation makes curriculum
3
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accessible for students with learning disabilities or any student who cannot access the curriculum
as it was originally designed (Brown, 2017).
Inclusion. Inclusion is the educational practice of instructing all students, with and
without disabilities, together in age-appropriate general education classrooms (Brown, 2017).
Inclusive classroom. An inclusive classroom is one in which students, no matter what
challenges they may have, are educated together in age-appropriate class with their peers and
receive high quality instruction, accommodations, and supports in order to access and interact
with the curriculum (Suleymanov, 2015).
Learning Disability. A learning disability is a disability that involves a processing
problem that affects a student’s learning in reading, writing, and/or math (Parsons, Miller, &
Derris 2016).
Modification. A modification is a change to what a student is taught or expected to learn
to allow for academic achievement and involvement in the general education curriculum
(Petersen, 2016).
Self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is one’s belief in one’s self ability to perform the actions
required to be successful with a particular task or in a particular situation (Hosford, &
O’Sullivan, 2015).
Significant disability. A significant disability can be considered hen a person meets the
eligibility of having a disability but also has a mental or physical impairment that limits two or
more areas of their functional skills (Kurth, Gross, Lovinger, & Catalano, 2012).
Universal Design for Learning. Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is the educational
practice of proactively designing learning experiences in flexible ways that allow the needs of all
of the classroom’s individual learners to be met (King-Sears et al., 2015).
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
U. S. federal laws ensuring students with disabilities the right to an education in the least
restrictive environment and access to grade-level appropriate content have only grown stronger
in the last decades. Classrooms are populated with increasingly more diverse students, including
those with disabilities. In fact, McCann (2014) reports that “95% of students receiving special
education services spend at least some part of their day in the general education setting, and
nearly 60% of these students spend 80% of their day in mainstream classes” (p. 2). However,
general education teachers often lack the training and resources needed to successful instruct the
diverse student population in inclusive classrooms. This project was created to address the lack
of training in inclusive educational practices provided general education middle-level content
teachers who have students with disabilities in their classrooms. The three areas of focus of this
literature review are a) challenges facing general education teachers of inclusive classrooms, b)
importance of support and training regarding inclusive practices, and c) inclusive practices and
their effects on student learning.
Challenges Facing General Education Teachers in Inclusion Classrooms
Challenges brought by students with disabilities. One of the key challenges general
education teachers face in inclusive classrooms is having students with disabilities in their
classrooms for a majority of the day, while trying to assess the unique needs that they bring
(Parsons, Miller, & Derris 2016). Most general education teachers do not have extensive
knowledge about disabilities and their effects on learning and behavior. This leaves teachers ill
equipped to implement inclusive practices and connect with the new culture of their classroom
(Suleymanov, 2015). Parsons and colleagues (2016) sought out to understand the connection
5
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between special education training levels and efficacy levels of classroom management and
inclusive strategy use in classrooms that included students with autism. It was found that
teachers who had more training in the areas of special education and disability felt more efficacy
with their inclusive strategy use with all learners, including those with autism. This goes to show
that when teachers are more familiar with disability and inclusive strategies, they are more able
to support students with disabilities in their classrooms (Parsons et al., 2016). The teacher is the
key to creating an inclusive classroom; teachers who have knowledge and dispositions
supportive of inclusion can help all students in these classrooms thrive (Suleymanov, 2015).
Behavior management and support is a challenge some students with disabilities can
bring to a classroom. Students with Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorer, autism, emotional
disturbance, specific learning disabilities and other disabilities can exhibit disruptive behavior
that is not understood or wanted. General education teachers have various levels of
understandings of the causes of the behavior. These teachers also have little understanding of the
positive behavior supports that can prevent or quell disruptive behavior. They are concerned
about the students’ social-emotional learning and well-being. However, they do not possess the
skills necessary to redirect unwanted behaviors, know how to teach behavioral skills to avoid
these behaviors , or respond in ways that calm rather than exacerbate student distress (Feuerborn
& Chinn, 2012).
The challenges of adapting curriculum and assessments. Another challenge teachers
face in increasingly diverse inclusive classrooms is how to create equitable means of access to
curriculum and assessment. Historically, general education teacher candidates had little training
in their teacher preparation program on inclusive instruction and lesson design. Resultantly,
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many general education teachers had little knowledge in creating, documenting, and providing
appropriate accommodations for students with disabilities (Conover, 2010).
Choosing and implementing modifications and accommodations is a basic facet of
inclusive education. However, many teachers still struggle with decisions of when, with whom,
and what accommodations and modifications can and should be provided. What
accommodations and modifications need to be made to the curriculum for the whole class, parts
of the class, or individuals? Curriculum and assessments can be differentiated and customized to
build upon student strengths and accommodate disabilities so that all students can access and
interact with content standards (Suleymanov, 2015). Without specific training teachers will not
know how to modify curriculum or assessments to connect with their students of special
populations. Kurth, Gross, Lovinger, and Catalano (2012), in a large mixed methods study,
found that special educators felt more confident in modifying assessments and curriculum for
students with disabilities than did general education teachers. The general education teachers
understood the importance of inclusive practices, but they did not participate in best practices of
inclusive education for students who possessed significant disabilities. The reason they cited for
this was the lack of training and resources. This is exactly why general education teachers need
more training in inclusive practices!
The challenges in creating universally designed lessons. A more difficult aspect of
inclusive education is creating lessons and environments that are accessible to all students who
are at different academic levels and who possess different learning styles. Petersen (2016) notes
that general education teachers are concerned about how to create support for students of special
populations and how to provide curriculum access across different learning levels. As Sobel,
Iceman-Sands, and Basile (2007) indicate, teachers do understand the importance of inclusive
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practices and the right all students have to be taught in a way that provides access to the material.
The problem is that teachers struggle with actually knowing how to modify content that meets
the diverse learning needs of their inclusive classrooms.
Sobel and colleagues (2007) conducted a study to determine the perceptions of candidates
in a dual credential general and special education teacher preparation program designed to
prepare educator to learn and apply inclusive and responsive practices. Even when the 24-credit
course of study was completed, participants questioned their efficacy in creating equitable access
and adapting instruction. Of the 88 teachers who completed the study’s survey, 35% were very
concerned with their ability to adapt their instructional methods to meet the needs of diverse
populations. This concern is a testament to the complexity of inclusive lesson design adapted to
the needs of all learners in an inclusive classroom. Teachers of complex inclusive classrooms
must have effective training that prepares them to tackle these complexities brought by the
diversity of learners.
Most lesson designs for inclusive classrooms fall under the umbrella of the federallyrecognized practice of Universal Design for Learning (UDL). UDL aims to proactively design
lessons that match the learning styles and needs of all students in the classroom, so that
adaptations for particular students or circumstances are not needed. UDL is achieved by
assessing the unique needs of each class and, with this student information in mind, “providing
students with multiple representations of material to be learned, multiple means of engagement
to help them make sense of what they are learning, and multiple means for expression of
learning” Thousand & Villa, 2018, p. 1).
UDL in some cases can be considered the fix-all for inclusive education due to its claims
to educate the diversity of students found in inclusion classrooms (Mcguire, Scott, & Shaw,
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2006). However, UDL still has pitfalls between of the nuances of translating this framework into
practice. Potential pitfalls include lack of definitions of the variables that influence lesson design,
lack of tools or templates with which to create lessons, the complexity of implementation, and
lack of agreement on how and what to measure as outcomes. Because of the complexity and
multifaceted nature of the UDL approach to lesson design, more training, modeling, and
coaching is needed to promote teacher competence in its use. Much more research,
demonstrations, and education in UDL is still needed in order for UDL to be an effective tool for
teachers (Mcguire et al., 2006). General education teachers are masters of their content, but they
are not masters of curriculum adaptation. In order for teachers to employ these complex
pedagogical systems, they must be competent and confident in their ability to employ these
strategies. The first step to building this confidence is through training where teachers can
experience these strategies first hand and then apply them and receive coaching in their own
classrooms (King, Williams, & Warren, 2011).
Importance of Support and Training Regarding Inclusive Practices
Teacher training increases efficacy of inclusive practices. As previously noted,
professional learning in the area of special education and disability for general education
teachers of inclusive classrooms have been shown to improve teachers’ efficacy levels with
classroom management and inclusive strategy use (Parsons et al., 2016). Knowledge regarding
disability and inclusive strategies are complex, which is why training in these areas are
necessary. The more training teachers have, the more efficacy they will have with regard to their
skills of classroom management and inclusive practices. For example, as Parsons and colleagues
(2016) emphasize, the more training the more likely general education teachers will use these
skills in the classroom. A teacher who has one professional learning experience in the area of
9
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special education is less likely to use inclusive strategies than a teacher who has taken an entire
university course in the same area. A big roadblock to the inclusion of students with disabilities
is simply educators’ lack of understanding of inclusive strategies and disability. In order to
remove this roadblock, schools, districts, regional and county offices of education, and teacher
preparation programs must work together to provide ample training opportunities for teachers of
inclusive classrooms specifically in the areas of disability and inclusive practices.
Administrative support increases teacher efficacy in inclusion. Teachers’ feelings of
efficacy with regard to the use of inclusive strategy use are heavily affected by the environment
in which they teach. If a school supports inclusion and provides the necessary trainings,
resources, and support, teachers can be much more successful at including students with
disabilities. For example, Urton, Wilbert, and Henneman (2014) found a positive relationship
between the attitudes towards inclusion of the principal of the school and the teaching staff’s
feelings of efficacy regarding inclusive teaching practices. Although levels of efficacy varied
based upon specific job functions and level of training, the strongest correlation was between the
principal’s perceptions and the overall view of inclusion at the school site. Teachers who work in
inclusive classrooms tend to flourish when a principal is knowledgeable in inclusive education,
provides thorough feedback on these practices, and arranges for informative staff training
(Brown, 2017). A principal’s strong positive dispositions and sense of efficacy with regard to
inclusion is mirrored by staff (Urton, et al., 2014).
School climate matters too. Hosford and O’Sullivan (2015) found a strong positive
relationship between teachers’ perceptions of school climate and teachers’ efficacy of inclusion
practices. They also found that when teachers are given the experiences, structures, and
professional development they need, they feel supported and will be able to do a better job at
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supporting students in the inclusive settings. Districts and site administrators who support
teachers to develop in their understanding and skills to implement inclusive practices only
increase their teachers’ abilities to effectively teach in inclusive settings.
In summary, it is not only the responsibility of teachers of inclusive classrooms, but also
the administration to seek out resources and training to help educators learn to and actually strive
to provide a positive inclusive environment for students. An effective inclusive classroom starts
with schoolwide beliefs that support togetherness and equity. The belief in inclusive education
originates with administrators who can share their vision through training, resources, and
experiences needed to make inclusive education work.
Dimensions of Effective Professional Learning That Promote Inclusive Practice. In
order to create appropriate trainings for teachers of inclusive classrooms, administration must
understand the challenges teachers face and the needs they express (Naraian & Oyler, 2014)
Brown’s (2017) examination of inclusion and middle- level school educators found through her
interviews that teachers expressed several needs – a need for professional training, a need for
collaboration, a need for support and feedback from administration, and a need for resources.
The specific areas teachers said they needed training in were classroom management, behavior
management, differentiated instruction, relationship building, and content area training. All of
the teachers agreed that they would need more time for collaboration. Also, the teachers in this
study wanted administrators to understand and have interest in the details and day-to-day
workings of inclusive education. Co-teachers desired and lamented a lack resources and
opportunities to collaborate.
Robinson’s (2017) qualitative results echo Brown’s findings. Robinson interviewed
teachers with the goal of finding a pedagogic structure effective in creating confident and
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effective teachers who could successfully include learners with special needs in the general
education setting. Interview results suggest that teachers became more confident and skillful
through training that was critical-theoretical, reflexive, and when there were research-oriented
collaborations within a professional learning community. Findings of this study suggest that
professional learning for inclusive education is not a “one size fits all” pedagogic structure.
Instead of a pedagogic structure, professional learning for inclusive education is a pedagogic
dynamic that requires co-thinking, reflection, and action research in a local context.
Teachers of inclusive classrooms benefit when professional learning includes a coaching
aspect where teacher educators (coaches) model inclusive lessons (King, Williams, & Warren,
2011). Reflecting on effective inclusive teacher education for special educational needs and
disabilities, Robinson (2017) identifies the following as important dimensions of effective
professional preparation: (1) time to collaborate with persons who are knowledgeable of
inclusive practices (e.g., other experienced teachers, administrators, university supervisors), to
problem solve issues; (2) access to sound evidence-based research materials and (3) trainings on
inclusive practices, but they also need to have structures in place with resources to collaborate on
between colleagues about strategies, lessons, and interventions that fit their unique classrooms
(Robinson, 2017).
In summary, successful professional learning programs provide trainings on theory and
practice, allow time for research and collaboration in a learning community, are reflexive, have
enough materials to support all learners, and follow up with coaching.
Inclusive Practices and Their Effects on Student Learning
The power of UDL. When inclusive practices are put into place, students with
disabilities benefit from having more engagement and greater learning outcomes. A Universal
12
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Design for Learning (UDL) framework for lesson design increases the probability that teachers
can more naturally differentiate the content, process, and product dimensions of differentiated
instruction. Teachers who are able to implement this framework, are more able to promote
greater learning outcomes for their students with special needs (King-Sears et al., 2015). UDL is
a powerful tool because it enables a teacher to vary the content of the lesson, the product to show
learning, and the process of teaching students the material (Lindsey, Thousand, Jew, & Piowlski,
2018). In Spooner, Baker, Harris, Aklgrim-Delzell, and Browder ‘s 2007 study on the effects of a
one-hour professional development on UDL for classes containing students with disabilities, it
was shown that teachers could write better universally-designed lesson plans after being given
training. This study evidences that teachers can be trained in the principles of UDL and inclusive
lesson design to include and engage students with disabilities in the core curriculum. The
flexibility of UDL helps teachers reach student strengths in their classrooms which makes it an
integral part of inclusive education
Best practices of UDL in a middle school classroom. So what might UDL look like in a
middle school setting? As stated previously, there is no perfect UDL lesson, since all UDL
lessons should be tailored to the students in the class. However, there are best practice
instructional strategies that can shed light on what lessons should generally include (O’Keeffe, &
Medina, 2016). First, visual aids are used frequently. These aids can be created by students or the
teacher and focus upon content vocabulary or any structure that students may need to reference.
Research projects include visual aids for the classroom that also have great learning outcomes for
students.
Teachers use a UDL approach to differentiating instruction. Teachers routinely modify
curriculum for different levels of learners, with strategic grouping and flexible grading. Teachers
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provide instructional scaffolding to teach complex processes and still enables all student in the
class to engage in the same activities. Students who need scaffolds, accommodations, and
supports will use them, while others who do not, will not.
Students to be the agents of their own learning. Cooperative learning structures are
employed liberally to allow for students to practice develop collaboration, listening and speaking
skills and discourse skills. The ratio of student versus teacher talk is 2 to 1, with students
speaking and dialoging more than teachers are talking to them.
Since students are a teacher’s most valuable asset, students are utilized as much as
possible to help all students learn. Peer tutoring structures exist inside and outside of the
classroom. The school and classroom culture is that of students teaching and helping one another
as the norm.
Teachers have systems for providing positive reinforcement of student effort,
engagement, and task completion. They also have self-determination strategies built into their
classes, so students become the agents of their own learning. Lessons are engaging, of high
interest to students, are based on solving real world problems and employ technology as much a
possible.
In addition to high stakes statewide assessments, students are assessed in multiple ways
with informal authentic assessments. Students can show learning through projects, presentations,
or multiple intelligences such as acting, drawing, or poems.
Increased learning through inclusive practices. Students are the primary stakeholders
of inclusive education, so the signs of efficacy of these practices lie in student perceptions on
inclusive education and its intended outcomes for student learning. King-Sears and colleagues
(2015) compare the outcomes of students who engaged in two different sets of high school
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science modules - one with universally designed lessons and the other without supports or
differentiation in four inclusion classrooms comprised of students with and without disabilities.
Two different special education teachers both taught two classes, one class with UDL and the
other class without. To determine the efficacy of these lessons each class took a pre-test and
post-test on the concepts taught. The results showed that students with disabilities did better in
the classes where UDL was employed, where students without disabilities did not. Even though
this is just one study in a specific content area, it suggests that general education students who
have learned to survive with traditional instruction may not, at least initially, favor UDL
practices as much and their peers with disabilities (King-Sears et al., 2015).
Despite the finding described above, inclusive lessons and classrooms have been shown
increase the overall positive student disposition towards learning. In a qualitative study that
interviewed students at recognized inclusive schools, Shogren and colleagues (2015) found that
students liked the strategies of inclusive education. Specifically, it showed that students liked
having classroom monitoring systems, strategies to increase self-determination, many reteaching
opportunities, multiple means of representation, expression, and engagement. Students in these
interviews reported that they felt they were a part of a culture that supported them for success as
a whole group. At the core of inclusive education is the ideal of creating a symbiotic learning
community. It is the teacher’s job to create these inclusive environments where students can feel
safe and support each other through their various strengths and talents. Through using UDL
principles and creating environments where students can learn together, greater learning
outcomes can be expected for all students.

15
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Summary
Teachers of inclusive classrooms face the challenge of meeting the learning needs of all
students in their classes, including those with disabilities. Research shows that adapting lessons
for all learners, including students with disabilities, is a major challenge for most general
education teachers. Due to the complexity of both disability and inclusive lesson design, it is
imperative that professional learning opportunities are provided to teachers of inclusive
classrooms regarding the impact of disability on learning and inclusive lesson design. However,
there are a lack of professional learning opportunities for teachers in these areas.
Professional learning experiences in the areas of disability, inclusive lesson design, and
special education have proven to increase efficacy over inclusive practices in the general
education setting. Additionally, when there is a schoolwide culture that supports inclusive
education, teachers experience greater efficacy in delivering inclusive practices. Lessons in the
classroom that are universally designed help students with disabilities achieve. When UDL is
used correctly, it can be a powerful approach for creating positive learning environments for all
students in inclusive classrooms, including those with disabilities. This project addresses the
problem of lack of professional learning opportunities in inclusive practices and lesson design
for teachers of inclusive classrooms that contain students with disabilities.

16
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Chapter Three
Methodology
A review of the literature for this project revealed inadequate training for teachers
regarding inclusive practices, especially practices that best support students with disabilities in
inclusive classrooms. Additional research showed the connection between training on inclusive
practices and the increase in teacher efficacy regarding inclusive practices. Similar research also
indicated that when specific inclusive practices were implemented these practices had a positive
result on student learning.
This project was designed to solve the problem of the lack of training in the area of
inclusive practices for classrooms serving students with disabilities. This project aimed to teach
middle school general education teachers about the best educational practices and available
resources they already possess to create effective environments and lessons for their diverse
classrooms. This product of this project is professional learning presentation and a reference
guide that teachers subsequently use to design lessons that accommodate the learning differences
and needs of the diverse population of students they teach. The professional learning presentation
specifically focused on the effects of various disability on learning and best educational practice
strategies that general education middle-level teachers can employ to facilitate positive learning
outcomes for students with and without disabilities in the classroom. This chapter describes the
audience, setting, and the procedures used to develop the project.
Audience and Setting
This project was specifically designed for middle school general education teachers who
teach in inclusive classrooms that include students with identified disabilities. More specifically,
this project was designed for middle schools teachers who work in schools in lower
17
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socioeconomic neighborhoods who have fewer resources for their classrooms than in wealthier
communities. Though not the focus audience, this training could benefit special education
teachers who co-teach and administrators who would like to gain insight on best practices of
inclusive classrooms.
Key considerations that were kept in mind when creating this project were the few
resources teachers in lower income communities possess, the lack of time during the day for
teachers and co-teachers to plan, and the great diversity (e.g., interests, talents, primary
language, culture, nationality, faith) among the students with and without disabilities who are
present in their classrooms. With these considerations in mind, the project aimed to teach overall
best practices in inclusive schooling as well as provide cheap or free additional resources that
teachers could immediately use in their classrooms.
Procedures for Developing the Project
The first step in creating this project was to determine if there was a need for training in
the area of inclusive strategies for general education teachers. A review of the research on
inclusive education best practices showed a need for professional development and access to
resources that teachers could use to create effective inclusive classrooms. Additional research
was reviewed to determine the effects of teacher training on efficacy of inclusive practices and
the effects of inclusive practices on students. Training in the area of inclusive practices was
shown to positively affect teacher efficacy of inclusive practices. Additionally, the use of
specific inclusive practices was linked to increased student achievement and involvement.
The second step was to use this information to design a professional development
opportunity that would be beneficial to general education teachers. This professional
development opportunity was designed as a presentation that would be taught in three sections. It
18
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was decided that the first section be about Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), the
second section be about Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), and the third section be about the 10
best inclusive practices general education teachers could use right away. The final piece to this
project was a one page inclusive best practice reference guide that teachers could take after the
professional learning opportunity.
The third step was to design the first two sections of the presentation geared towards
disability. The first two sections were designed to address the problem of the lack of
understanding about disabilities and develop strategies to include these children in the classroom.
The two disabilities chosen to be included in the presentation were Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). These two disabilities
were chosen because they present the largest challenge to teachers in the inclusive classroom.
Additionally, the intent for this project was a more in-depth examination of each disability. Each
section on disability was designed to be taught in four sections to give thorough information on
the disability and build rationale for the interventions and strategies specific to each disability.
The sections were: understanding the disability, what the disability looks like to teachers, what
the disability feels like to students, and interventions and strategies for each disability. The
“understanding the disability section” was created to provide teachers with the science behind
each disability and to explain how these disabilities impact people who have them. In the “what
the disability looks like to teachers section,” the goal was to link the behaviors that occur from
these disabilities to the neurology, psychology, and physiology going on behind the scenes that
teachers can’t see. The intent of the “what this disability feels like section” was to increase
compassion for students with ADHD and ASD; analogies, scenarios, first person descriptions,
simulations, games, and videos were added to help teachers truly understand the struggles of
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these students. Lastly, the “interventions and strategies section” was created to explain the best
practice strategies, all the while utilizing the rationale of how these disabilities affect the
individual.
The fourth step was to create the last section of the professional development opportunity
to teach the 10 best practice strategies of the inclusive classroom. The focus for these strategies
was to build a smoothly operating inclusive classroom. These strategies were chosen because
they were specific, any teacher could use them in their inclusive classroom, and they could be
used with little time or resources. Many teachers would like to use inclusive teaching strategies,
but they do not know where to start. These 10 strategies give specific examples of how to use
them and paint a picture of what an inclusive classroom should look like. If these strategies are
implemented, they will save a teacher time and energy in the long run, if not right away. Most
importantly, students will become more engaged in their learning and greater learning outcomes
can be expected, especially for students with disabilities. Overall, this 29-slide presentation was
designed to create a base level of understanding in the areas of ADHD and ASD, strategies to
address ADHD and ASD, and best practice strategies of the inclusive classroom.
The final step was to create a one-page manual of best practices for inclusive education.
This manual was created to meet general education teachers’ need for concrete resources and
strategies to use in their inclusive classrooms. This manual, which was split into three sections,
was created to provide teachers easy access to the information they received in the professional
learning opportunity. The section on the left-hand side provides strategies and interventions for
students with ADHD. The section in the middle displays the 10 best practice strategies of the
inclusive classroom. The section on the right-hand side provides the strategies and interventions
to support students with ASD. Like the slideshow in the professional development opportunity,
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this was designed to provide strategies to teachers of inclusive classrooms. However, this was
specifically created so teachers could reference it quickly when they returned to their classrooms.
The areas of ASD and ADHD were chosen because many teachers struggle with finding
strategies that work for students with these disabilities. The 10 best strategies for the inclusive
classroom were chosen because many teachers struggle with strategies to create an inclusive
classroom that is equitable to all students. These strategies are things that teachers need to be
reminded of since they veer from the “traditional” style of teaching that many have been
accustomed to. This one-page hand out was created with aesthetics in mind so that teachers could
hang it by their desk for their reference. It was the hope that having this in classrooms could be a
friendly reminder to evoke a change in lesson planning or better accommodate students with
ADHD or ASD.
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Chapter Four
Results
This project was designed to be given as a single-session professional development
learning experience entitled Disability and the Inclusive Classroom: A Teacher’s Guide to
Understanding and Intervention. The in-service is comprised of a PowerPoint presentation with
scripts accompanying each PowerPoint slide. These are presented in Appendix A. Participants in
the in-service training experiences also will receive a one-page reference guide entitled
Strategies for the Inclusive Classroom, which is presented in Appendix B.
As the reader sees, each PowerPoint slide is followed by a detailed script that this teacher
researcher or anyone delivering the content of the slide can use to explain the concepts and
strategies presented in the PowerPoint slide.
The presentation is broken into three sections. The first section (slides 3-11) is designed
to develop teachers’ understanding of Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) and
strategies teachers can use to support students with ADHD in the classroom. Included in this
section is a game that simulates what it might feel like to be a student with ADHD and
subsequent reflective prompts. The second section of the professional development presentation
(Slides 12-18) is designed to develop teachers’ understanding of Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) and strategies that teachers can use to engage and support students with ASD. In the first
two sections of the presentation there are two opportunities for the audience to watch a video
about what it is like to have that specific disability and reflect afterwards as a group. The third
section (slides 19-29) contains ten specific strategies that teachers of inclusive classrooms can
use to create a positive learning environment for all learners including those with disabilities.
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Each specific strategy has its own slide and script that explains the rational of the strategy along
with examples of implementation.
The Strategies for the Inclusive Classroom one-page handout shown in Appendix B is
provided to in-service participants at the end of the presentation. This one-page handout is a
summary of the key points regarding strategies and supports presented in the in-service. It is
designed to be an easy-to-reference guide by teachers of inclusive classrooms. The page has
three columns, each column focusing on a set of strategies. The column on the left provides a list
of strategies and supports for teachers who have students with ADHD in their classrooms. The
section in the middle presents ten best educational inclusive strategies for any inclusive
classroom. The column on the right provides a list of strategies and supports for students with
ASD.
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Chapter Five
Discussion
Nationwide, there is a lack of sufficient professional learning opportunities on inclusive
practices for middle school teachers of inclusive classrooms that include and support students
with diverse needs, including disabilities. This project offers a professional learning opportunity
intended to increase teacher knowledge of and efficacy in using inclusive practices in order to
increase student learning in these classrooms. The content of the professional learning
opportunity developed by this teacher researcher was designed to increase teachers’
understanding of two disabilities - Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and introduce them to strategies for best supporting these students in
inclusive classrooms. The project also introduced teachers to ten inclusive best educational
practices and strategies for them to employ with all students in their inclusive classrooms. This
professional learning experience was comprised of a PowerPoint slideshow that includes videos,
group reflections, games, and a one-page best practice reference sheet that summarized the key
points of the presentation. This chapter examines project limitations, the teacher researcher’s
next steps, lessons learned by the researcher through the process of creating this project, and
educational implications of the outcome of this project.
Project Limitations
The main limitation in the development of this project was time. If I had more time, I
would have liked to have created a multiple-day training that went even more in-depth into how
to implement each strategy that I presented in the slides and the handout. I also would have liked
to have even gone further and offered teacher coaching on the implementation of the strategies
offered in the training. I would have liked to also examine visual processing, auditory
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processing, and emotional-social challenges and strategies. However, I decided it most beneficial
to offer teachers to deeper examination of ADHD and ASD rather than cover several additional
topics at a superficial overview level.
Next Steps
It is my plan to test the effectiveness of this professional learning opportunity with
teachers in my school district. I envision offering this presentation as beginning-of- year schoolwide orientation, reminding teachers of inclusive classrooms to value their students with
disabilities and use the strategies discussed. I also envision delivering the in-service with
beginning teachers who are going through their new teacher induction program. This project
could help induction participants identify strategies they could focus upon and learn more about
to better serve their students.
Lessons Learned and Educational Implications
Choosing a topic. At the beginning stage of this project, I found that choosing an
acceptable topic was more challenging than I had originally thought. With five years of
experience teaching special education in elementary and middle school settings, I had many
topics I was passionate about. However, I found that the best way to choose a topic was to
identify a problem that was occurring at my specific school site and use that as fuel for my
project. After identifying the problem, it was easier to imagine a project that I could use to help
remediate the problem and research.
Another thing I learned was that the more specific the topic, the better. I learned that I
needed key vocabulary words to focus my research question. I found key words by using search
engines to find articles related to my topic. Once I found related articles, I used the vocabulary
from these articles to formulate my research question and select the topic of my project.
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Research. Finding resources to support my research question and provide rationale for
my topic was a difficult aspects of this project. I learned that a few cornerstone pieces of research
that aligned with my project’s topic were great resources for identifying related articles and
sources (e.g., from the articles’ reference lists) to further examine.
Utilizing resources. Two of the most precious resources we have as human beings are
time and energy. I found out that I did best when I woke up early and went straight to work on
my project. Early in the morning, I had a clear mind with lots of energy and I usually could get a
lot of great work done without any interruptions. If I let the project wait until the end of the day,
I was at jeopardy of being worn out from other things that happened at work or home. The way I
managed the resource of time was to create clear deadlines for specific sections (e.g., chapters)
of the project so that I didn’t leave it all for to the end. These interim deadlines ensured that I
took the time needed on important steps of the project and followed important production
guidelines (e.g., APA format).
There are many other resources I used along the way, but my fellow classmates and
professors were the best resources of all. Specifically, they helped bring clarity to what could
often seem to be such an overwhelming and ambiguous project. E-mailing and calling my fellow
students and professors enabled me to keep my energy focused instead of getting lost in the small
details. I also used many web tutorials on writing, participated in online editing services,
borrowed resources from others students’ libraries, and used previously published master’s
projects (e.g., accessible from the CSUSM library electronic thesis and project repository) as
references.
Implementation of the project. This project was created to address the needs of teachers
at the middle school at which the author taught as well as middle-level teachers in similar
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situations. I saw that there had been no trainings on disability or inclusive practices, resulting in
many teachers and students being in less than optimal learning situations. Given this observation,
the author developed an introductory professional learning opportunity for teachers who need
training in inclusive strategies for students with ASD and ADHD. The in-service that is the
product of this project could be offered to teachers at the site and incoming teachers who could
benefit training on inclusive best educational practices for students with ADHD and ASD. It
also could be used to refresh staff on disability/best practice strategies, if that seems to be a
pertinent need. Lastly, this project could be presented in separate sections, if anyone chose to do
so. If an administrator or staff member found a need in one or more of the three areas of the
presentation, I would encourage them to implement sections of choice.
Conclusion
There is only one way to look at things,
until someone shows us how to look at them with different eyes.
-

Pablo Picasso (servicespace.org).

This is a famous quote by Pablo Picasso that resonated with me while creating this
project. On the surface, this quote applies to teaching because it is our job as teachers to show
students many different ways to think and look at the world around them. At a deeper level, I feel
that this quote summarizes what I tried to do with this project. I wanted to give middle school
teachers “different eyes” with which to see students with disabilities by creating understanding
and empathy particularly for students with ADHD and ASD. I also wanted teachers to look at
their inclusive classrooms through a different lens by understanding the “why” behind inclusive
strategies.
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Through the process of creating this project, I have gained a much deeper understanding
of ADHD, ASD, and inclusive education. Just as I have gained a deeper understanding, I hope in
some way this project gives the reader of this project “different eyes” with which to view
inclusive education and students with disabilities.
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Appendix A
Professional Development Opportunity: Disability and The Inclusive Classroom

Slide Text: Disability and the Inclusive Classroom: A Teacher’s Guide to Understanding and
Intervention. Kevin DeFoney The California State University, San Marcos
Masters of Arts in Special Education
Script: This professional development has been designed to give understanding about the two
most challenging disabilities in inclusive classrooms. Each of these disabilities are unique in how
they affect individual students, and how they manifest in the classroom. Along with offering an
understanding of these disabilities, specific instructional strategies and best practices will be
shared for each population through this professional development. The final portion of this
professional development opportunity will go over best practices that teachers of inclusive
classrooms can implement right away. These practices cost little in time and money and are
designed to increase learning for students in inclusive classrooms.
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Slide Text: Understanding Disability in the School Setting: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
Script: As I stated before, this first part of the presentation will explore two of the most
challenging types of disabilities that teachers may come across in inclusive classrooms. We will
explore Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Autism Spectrum Disorder or
(ASD).
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Slide Text: Understanding ADHD, What is ADHD?ADHD is one of the most documented and
studied disabilities in the world and has been observed for almost 200 years.
5.3% of school age children have ADHD so you’ll probably have a few students with these
challenges! ADHD is a genetic and neurological disorder. Parts of the brain that are responsible
for executive functioning and attention are hypoactive.
Script: ADHD is real. Although some people argue that it is not a real disorder or disability it
has been well proven and documented. ADHD is one of the most documented and validated
psychiatric disorders in the world and has been studied for almost 200 years. Approximately
5.3% of school-age children have ADHD. Unfortunately, unlike other psychiatric disorders,
ADHD is ongoing and requires lifelong attention. A teacher will likely have one or more
students diagnosed with ADHD in his or her class sometime during their career, so it is
important to understand how it works (McGough, 2014).
ADHD has been proven and explained through various brain scan experiments and genetic
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studies. ADHD studies have shown a deficit in the executive functioning and reward pathways of
the brain. Studies have also found that ADHD is a genetic disorder that can be passed down from
parent to child. Recent research has used single-photon emission computerized tomography
(SPECT) to study the brains of children and adults with ADHD. This technology maps areas of
brain activity and perfusion of blood flow in different parts of the brain. These studies suggest
that ADHD is caused by altered neural connectivity. This “mis-wiring” causes some parts of the
brain to become more active while other become less active. The large scale brain systems
become more active in children with ADHD, which isn’t necessarily a good thing.
Unfortunately, in children with ADHD less energy is channeled to the planning and attention
parts of the brain. In other words, less activity is conducted in the frontoparietal and ventral
attentional networks. This leads to deficits in executive functioning and attention which create
the majority of problems for students with ADHD (Furman, 2005).
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Slide Text: What ADHD Looks Like to Teachers, Overemotional, Lazy, Unorganized,
Distracted, Forgetful, Overactive, Why?
Script: A child’s symptoms of ADHD affect his or her abilities at school, socially, and outside
of school. Children with ADHD become overwhelmed very easily. The first thing that a teacher
can expect from a child with ADHD is the child’s difficulty regulating emotions, which is caused
by hypoactivity in the part of the brain that controls executive functioning. Children with ADHD
go from excited to upset and back again very easily. These students can appear very sensitive to
even simple criticism from their peers. Some students with ADHD are very charismatic and
popular with their peers while others struggle so much with emotional regulation that they may
be removed from the class room and often develop low self-esteem (Low, 2019).
Students with ADHD have difficulty with executive functioning or how they manage and
organize tasks of daily life. So, with this area impacted these students will have issues
prioritizing, organizing, and getting started on tasks. To a teacher, these issues might look like
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laziness, however, there is much more going on in these students’ brains than meets the eye.
Children with ADHD who lack executive functioning skills view challenges throughout their day
differently. In most cases they view these tasks as insurmountable problems that cannot be
tackled and thus they become overwhelmed. As stated in the previous slide, this is because the
part of the brain that performs planning is underactive. Students without ADHD are able to plan
ahead and “see the light at the end of the tunnel” and the positive impact of an undesirable
academic activities. Students with ADHD simply can’t plan ahead. Many times, instead of
completing their tasks these students will become distracting to their peers, avoid work, or
become frustrated and shut down (Brown, 2005).
Another misconception about students with ADHD is that these students are careless.
Once more, there is much more going on in the regulatory systems of the brain than meets the
eye. It is true that Students with ADHD are commonly forgetful or have difficulty remembering
things they just learned from class. This is because ADHD affects students’ working memory or
how they hold on to and are able to utilize information they just received. Students with ADHD
may have trouble with following directions, spelling, solving math problems in their head, and/or
simply remembering information when they need it. So, it is important to realize that ADHD
affects all assets of executive functioning including working memory (Low, 2019).
Students with ADHD may also seem lazy or tired all the time. It is true that students with ADHD
become tired when presented with a task that is not highly interesting because they lack the
alertness. This lack of alertness comes from a neurological issue that affects the regulatory
systems of the brain. If these students with ADHD could stay alert and focused they would.
However, being able to control their alertness is the point of difference between a typical student
and a student with ADHD. Even if something is boring, a typical student can tough it out and
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focus when they need to. A student with ADHD is not able to focus enough to complete the
nonpreferred task, even if they want to please their parents and teachers (Brown, 2005).
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Slide Text: What ADHD Feels Like to Students: Lost/confused: If you missed minutes of
instruction at a time you’d be lost too! Restless/overcharged: If you had the need to be in motion
and were unengaged with the lesson at hand you’d be restless too! Anxious: If you couldn’t
sustain the energy and focus to complete tasks everyone else could you’d be anxious too! Upset
or emotional: If you couldn’t “see the big picture” you’d become upset easily in social conflicts
too! Disorganized: If you didn’t have the executive functioning or planning skills you’d lose
things and be unorganized too!
Script: A student with ADHD can experience many different feelings throughout their school
day. Some students may feel frustrated, lost, confused, restless, “overcharged,” and out of
control. In many cases, these students have high IQs and can be great learners. However, a lot of
students will miss chunks of lessons and become lost. It is also common for these students to
avoid asking for clarification or help because they are ashamed of being singled out or being
accused of not paying attention. Emotionality is a part of ADHD that is commonly overlooked
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and many of these students are ashamed to have a disability or to admit that they are falling
behind. What these students need is someone who checks in frequently for understanding and
who recognizes the struggles associated with ADHD (Brown, n.d.).
Much like their peers, students with ADHD are very self-aware, which is why it is
important to not alienate them from their friends and classmates. These students also feel more
anxiety throughout the day compared to their peers. They feel anxiety over completing simple
tasks if they do not see the importance. This is because the executive functioning part of the
brain is underactive, leaving the student with ADHD struggling to make meaning of why and
when tasks need to be completed. Also, if a task seems like it will take a large amount of focus,
anxiety will take over their mind state. Imagine not knowing how long any task will take, which
task is the most important, or how to plan to start the first steps for getting things done. Then
imagine trying to do all that while your brain continues to race at full speed, not fun. This is what
it is like for many students with ADHD during their school day (Shattell, Bartlett, & Rowe,
2008).
Many students with ADHD struggle with making and maintaining friendships. This is
because of the emotional stress they feel throughout the day and the impulsive behavior they
exhibit in social situations. Furthermore, students with ADHD may become more agitated or
upset and have more difficulty calming down than their peers. This is because they have
difficulty with maintaining “working memory” along with executive functioning skills so they
can’t plan with the big picture in mind. So, a small dispute with a peer may manifest as a large
problem which can lead to poor relationships with their peers in the future (Brown, n.d.).
Another common trait of students with ADHD is that they will commonly lose things
they need to be prepared for class and can be very disorganized. These students are aware that
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they are missing these organizational skills, but they don’t possess the planning skills necessary
to stay organized.
Finally, one of the most common things noted about being a person with ADHD is how it is hard
to sit still and control or focus their energy. This leads to many issues in the classroom since
students are seated most of the time in the majority of their classes (Gridly, 2017).
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Slide Text: What ADHD Feels Like to a Middle School Student…… Click here for Kendall’s
story.
Script: This hyperlink contains a great interview with a middle school student by the name of
Kendall who has ADHD. She talks about how her ADHD affects her and her struggles
throughout the school day. This video may provide teachers with a little empathy for students
like Kendal in their classes. Enjoy!
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Slide Text: Try This Simulation (click here) What did you notice? What did you wonder? What
surprised you? What was the hardest part? How might this change the way you look at your
students with ADHD?
Script: This is a simulation of what is like to be a student with ADHD while trying to follow a
teacher’s instructions. It is a pretty fun game, let’s see if we get any record-breaking scores!
Remember to click the title of the slide, this is where the hyperlink is embedded, let me know if
you need help. Here are a few questions about your experience with the simulation: What did
you notice? What did you wonder? What surprised you? What was the hardest part? How might
this change the way you look at your students with ADHD?
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Slide Text: Interventions and Strategies for Students with ADHD. Creating a Positive Setting.
Acknowledgement- questions of the day & morning circles. Clarity of expectations- provide time
to learn rules through activities. Student schedules- Create schedules for students with ADHD
where the most challenging classes come first. Token Economy Systems- give students
immediate extrinsic rewards for good behavior and choices.
Script: The first thing teachers must do to ensure that their students with ADHD are
accommodated for is to provide a conducive setting for learning. One of the first ways to do this
is to establish relationships with and check in on the welfare of all the students in the class.
Greeting all students by their name at the door with a smile is the first step in doing this. This
provides acknowledgement to the students that they are important and that they are entering a
safe classroom environment set up by the teacher. The next step is to provide one more activity
where students can share something about themselves or how they are feeling that particular day.
One route to achieving this is with a question of the day. A question of the day allows each
student to answer a question that would be interesting to a middle school student such as, “would
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you rather be able to fly anywhere or teleport anywhere you’d like?” This allows for students to
have their voices heard and also to practice the rules of group conversations. Another thing that
can be done is a “morning circle.” This is where the teacher and the students circle up and ask
questions about how they are feeling in general, and about important topics that may be
happening inside or outside or school at that time. Another important thing to do is to take the
time to teach the class rules and expectations of the classroom. Students will only understand
their teacher’s expectations if they learn what the rules are. The best way to do this is through
skits or by acting out scenarios that surround each rule. Students usually enjoy these skits and
gain an understanding of the classroom rules. Another thing that can be done in some cases is to
create a schedule for students with ADHD that has fewer academic activities at the end of the
day. Evidence shows that students with ADHD perform worse later on during the day
(Harlacher, Roberts, & Merrell, 2006). An ideal schedule would have the student in their most
challenging classes first and least challenging classes at the end of the day, such as PE or their
elective. The last thing that can create a positive setting for students with ADHD is a token
economy system or classroom currency. These systems have been proven to be a beneficial
support to students with ADHD both academically and behaviorally. This is because these types
of systems give students with ADHD immediate extrinsic rewards for their behavior and good
choices. It’s important for the teacher to remember to use this consistently with clear rewards in
mind for their students. Without the consistency and clear rewards, the system will lose its value
to the students (Dupaul, Eckert, & McGoey, 1997).
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Slide Text: Interventions and Strategies for Students with ADHD. Strategies for Student Time
Management : Chunk work and lessons into smaller pieces. Provide immediate positive feedback
and rewards for good work. Provide visual reminders and steps to complete work. Allow for
flexible output of work. Create opportunities to work in small group direct instruction with
students with ADHD.

Script: There are many strategies that work for students with ADHD but I’ll start with strategies
that revolve around time management and time-on-task during lessons. Time management and
time on task are difficult for students with ADHD because they lack the executive functioning
and planning skills to tackle tasks required by the teacher. The first thing teachers can do is to
split assignments into smaller chunks where students can shoot for short-term goals and get
feedback on their progress immediately. Along with this accommodation it is also important to
provide rewards for time-on-task and work completion. This is usually where class currency
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comes in handy and can be given or taken away as positive or negative reinforcement. Visual
reminders are also crucial to keep students with ADHD on task when it is time to work. These
are easy for the student to see and for the teacher to quickly refer to if the student is off task.
Even though it is good to have structure to lessons, it is also important to be flexible with
assignment output and to focus in on the talents of students with ADHD. If students are given a
choice of output they like it is more likely they will stay on task than if it is not a preferred form
of output. The most ideal situation for students with ADHD is small group direct instruction.
When the teacher is done giving a set of instructions to the entire class he or she would sit down
with different smaller groups where he or she could reiterate the instructions and keep students
focused for that particular part of the lesson. (Harlacher, Roberts, & Merrell, 2006).
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Slide Text: Interventions and Strategies for Students with ADHD. How to Provide Focus for
Excess Energy. Create ways for the student to be a help in the classroom. Utilize movement
breaks, transitions, flexible seating, and fidgets. Help students recognize feelings and provide
structure for self regulated breaks.
Script: Even in a well-managed classroom, students with ADHD by nature will be off task more
than other students, so the objective is to provide opportunities for them to utilize their unfocused
energy. Having students perform a classroom chore (which can be rewarded with classroom
currency) is a great way to allow students with ADHD to productively burn excess energy. A
few examples are performing planner checks, handing out classroom currency, managing
recycling, reading the question of the day, running the class store, acting as classroom
messenger, and writing the homework on the board. Another way teachers can help students with
ADHD burn their excess energy in a productive way is to provide opportunities for movement in
the classroom or fidgets for them that are not distracting. A study of fourth grade students with
and without ADHD found that sitting on exercise ball chairs increased the amount of work
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production and increased in-seat behavior (Harlacher, Roberts, & Merrell, 2006). If students are
able to move without distracting themselves or others, they’ll have a greater chance of remaining
calm and completing work in the classroom. The last things teachers can do to help regulate
unfocused energy in students with ADHD is to provide them with the agency of choosing when
to take a break. A student’s ability to identify when they feel overwhelmed, upset, or when they
have too much energy is a big stepping stone in self-regulation. To foster this growth, teachers
can use “feelings charts” to help students identify how they feel. The second part to this is to
provide a quota of times that students are required to take a break during the day or week. This
can be done with break cards or can be written into their behavior contract if they have one
(Dupaul, Eckert, & McGoey, 1997).
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Slide Text: Interventions and Strategies for Students with ADHD. How to Plan for Behavior.
Have well established rules that are visually represented in the classroom. Remind students of
rules and expectations during transitions. Provide consistent praise and positive reinforcement.
Have a clearly established discipline plan in place. Consequences should be given immediately
and as frequently as called for. A timeout area should be established for when attention seeking
behaviors disrupt the class.
Script: Another concern of ADHD is unwanted behavior. ADHD and behavior are inextricably
intertwined, so it is important to deal with behaviors in the correct way. As per usual it is
important to have well established classroom rules. However, when you have students with
ADHD in your classroom it is important to have these posted in a highly visible format that can
be reviewed and referred to frequently. Reminders for rules and expectations should also be
given before transitions or new activities. As touched on earlier, it is important to give frequent
praise and positive reinforcement. The next thing is to create a clear plan for discipline when
class-wide positive reinforcements fail. It is important that this plan is clear and fair. When
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delivering consequences to students with ADHD it is important that the consequences be
delivered immediately and as frequently as called for. If this discipline plan is not followed then
the system will become ineffective. There may also come a time where a student needs to be
removed from the classroom because they are seeking to get their peers’ attention and affecting
the teacher’s ability to carry out the lesson. It is important to make sure there is a safe
environment where students can reflect, get work done, or cool out before they return to the
classroom. It is important for the teacher to have the option of removing a student, but it is also
important to have a place where the student can go to take a break with dignity. This place could
be a study hall, a neighbor’s classroom, or another prearranged place. The bottom line is that it is
important to act quickly on unwanted behavior so frustration does not build between you and
your student with ADHD (Dupaul, Eckert, & McGoey, 1997; Harlacher, Roberts, & Merrel
2006).
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Slide Text: Understanding Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) is a neuropsychiatric disorder that affects the areas of communication, health, psychiatric
functioning, and intellectual ability. ASD is so multifaceted due to its neurological origins
ASD is genetic, scientist are able to identify gene structure and “risk genes” that cause ASD.
Environmental factors that increase the likelihood of ASD: Parental age, birth complications,
twins or triplets, & pregnancies less than a year apart. Vaccines do not cause ASD.Different
genes cause different effects on the nervous system and how ASD will manifest within that child.
Script: “Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are a group of neuropsychiatric disorders
characterized by problems in social communication, as well as the presence of restricted
interests, stereotyped and repetitive behaviors” (Bourgeron, 2016). Persons with ASD can also
suffer from medical and psychiatric conditions such as epilepsy, motor control difficulties,
ADHD, anxiety, depression, gastrointestinal problems, and intellectual disability. The question
of what causes ASD has been asked for decades but in the past ten years scientists have been
able to gain a clearer view of what causes ASD. Scientists have discovered through genetic
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studies that there are about 100 “risk genes” associated with ASD. These risk genes show in
about 10%–15% of patients with Autism. However, there are common genetic variations passed
down from parent to child that can cause ASD as well. In conclusion ASD can be caused by rare
genetic variation, a common genetic variation, or a combination of both (Bourgeron, 2016).
Autism is generally passed down from parent to child, however there are times where changes in
the genes in a developing embryo or sperm can increase the likelihood of ASD. Another area that
has been researched greatly in the last decade are environmental risk factors that increase the
chances of having a child with ASD. Environmental factors that have been shown to increase the
likelihood of ASD are advanced parental age, birth complications, low birth weight, being a twin
or a triplet, and pregnancies spaced less than a year apart (What Causes Autism?). Many people
also believe that vaccinations increase the risk of ASD. This theory came about because the age
at which children get their vaccinations—between 18 and 36 months—is the same as when
children start to show their first signs of ASD. Over the past two decades there have been many
different scientific studies about the correlation between vaccines and ASD. A summative study
of five different case studies showed that out of 1,256,407 children there was no correlation
between the vaccines and ASD (Taylor, Swerdfeger, & Eslick, 2014). Something parents can do
to decrease the likelihood of having a child with ASD is to take prenatal vitamins, beyond that it
is up to genetics to decide whether or not ASD will be present in a child. Because ASD is a
neurological disease, there are many different manifestations of the disability. Some genes affect
how the brain develops in a child, other affect how two different regions of the brain
communicate, and others affect how different neurons and cells communicate with each other.
Research is continuing to discover how to best treat the different neurological manifestations of
ASD (Bourgeron, 2016; Lebooyer, & Chaste, 2015).
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Slide Text: What ASD Looks Like to Teachers. Autism can look like many things but the best
way to identify behaviors is to create three categories that these behaviors present themselves in:
1. Communication Challenges 2. Social Emotional Challenges 3. Restricted and Repetitive
Behaviors.
Script: The symptoms of ASD are broken into two categories: social communication challenges
and restrictive repetitive behavior. Doctors and clinicians are able to diagnose children with
autism starting around the age of three using a checklist in the two areas previously listed.
Included in this checklist is a scale that ranks the severity of autism or the measure of how much
these issues affect a person’s life. This is why ASD is a spectrum disorder, because a person with
autism can be highly impacted by it and another person with autism will have much more mild
symptoms. A person with ASD may also have sensory issues. These sensory issues may look
like an over or under sensitivity to lights, sounds, pain, tastes, or smells (What Causes Autism?).
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So what might a teacher expect from a student with ASD in their classroom? There is a wide
range of things a teacher could expect but let’s break these challenges into three areas that may
affect a student’s ability to participate in classroom activities: communication challenges, social
challenges, and restrictive repetitive behavior.
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Slide Text: What ASD Looks Like to Teachers. 1. Communication Challenges: a. Language b.
Body Language c. Eye contact d. Facial Expressions e. Tone of voice. 2. Social Emotional
Challenges: a. Recognizing personal emotions b. Recognizing others’ emotions c. Expressing
emotions d. Feeling overwhelmed in social situations e. Abiding by social norms. Restricted and
3. Repetitive Behaviors: a. Repetitive body movements b. Repetitive movements with objects. c.
Staring at specific objects d. Ritualistic behaviors e. Narrow interests f. Unwavering routine and
resistance to change.
Script: Some students with ASD will have difficulty with verbal (spoken language) and
nonverbal language (or how one interprets gestures/facial expressions). For example, a student
with ASD may be nonverbal or may only speak through single words or repetitive phrases. These
students may not use the correct tone of voice considered to be appropriate or the appropriate
pragmatic vocabulary in the classroom and social settings. In addition to this, a student with
ASD may not be able to interpret facial expressions or gestures that are commonly understood by
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their peers. Many people with ASD also have a difficult time making eye contact during a
conversation (Seltzer, Krauss, Shattuck, Orsmond, Swe, & Lord, 2003).
Students with ASD also face other challenges in the social-emotional realm. Firstly,
students with ASD have difficulty with emotions in general. They have trouble recognizing their
own emotions and expressing their emotions. In many cases they need support to both identify
and express their emotions. They also have difficulty recognizing emotions in others and
responding appropriately. Emotional regulation is something that students with ASD need to be
taught to be able to get along with their peers. Without learning these skills or without the
understanding of their peers, these students will struggle to acquire and maintain friendships.
Students with ASD also have trouble identifying social norms. For example, they may struggle
taking turns in a conversation and identifying what is appropriate personal space. These are just a
few things that students with ASD may struggle with during their time spent at school, but it is
clear that the teacher and students need to be aware of how ASD affects students socially and
emotionally (Seltzer et. al., 2003).
Restrictive and repetitive behaviors vary from child to child. However, these behaviors
can pose a social and educational challenge for these students while at school. These students
may exhibit repetitive body movements and or movements with objects. For example, a student
with ASD may rock back and forth, flap their arms, spin, or even run back and forth. Other times
a child with ASD may utilize an object to burn his or her nervous energy. For example, they
might spin wheels, play with a fidget, or flip an object. Another thing these students may do is
stare at a light or a spinning object until interrupted. Ritualistic behaviors are another thing that
these students may exhibit. For example, they may line things up in a certain arrangement, or
consistently touch something in a regular order. Many children with ASD also exhibit a narrow
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and very specific interest base that they perseverate on. Lastly, these students seem to acquire an
unchanging routine. They do well when they are able to keep this routine and are many times
very resistant to change (Seltzer et al., 2003).
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Slide Text: What ASD Feels Like to Students. Sensory issues are very overwhelming. Children
with ASD are fearful of past events and some have poor self concept. Sensory issues can be
described a miswiring that can happen whenever. Challenges with communication leads to
difficulties socializing and having needs met.
Script: Autism or ASD is a neurological disorder that affects the senses of people who have it in
various degrees. Lori Sealy, an advocate for people with ASD who is also on the ASD spectrum,
eloquently explains what it is like to have ASD. She describes how ASD is a neurological disorder
and compares the nervous system to the “wiring” in the human body. One of the main things that
the “wiring” or the nervous system controls are the five senses of sight, sound, touch, smell, and
taste (Kirby, Dickie, & Baranek, 2015). It is important to know that people with ASD will be in
significant pain from one of their senses most likely at some point during the school day due to
neurological “miswiring.” Imagine listening to a great Beatles song on an old-school stereo. Even
if there is some miswiring in the stereo there is a chance that the music will come out clearly for a
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while. It is important to understand that a person without ASD continues to hear the Beatles song
clearly the whole way through and most likely will enjoy the experience. What can happen for a
person with ASD is that the miswiring kicks in and the song gets fuzzy, they focus to hear the song
and enjoy it as much as possible but it is a constant struggle. After that, the miswiring creates even
more havoc and the stereo begins to emit white noise nearly unbearable to a listener with ASD.
The listener with ASD is clearly overwhelmed by the white noise but hangs in there. Eventually
the listener shuts down and totally disconnects from the situation all together. They get up and run
away, scream, etc. This is just one situation to help understand how something simple can affect a
person with ASD and why it is important to address the warning signs for when a person with ASD
is becoming overwhelmed. It is important to understand that it is painful for them and it is out of
their control when behaviors arise from sensory related problems (Sealy, 2016). In a study done
with children who have ASD may children talked about their sensory experiences. Many of these
children described their experiences as uncontrollable reactions and as fear. Sometimes just being
fearful that an unpleasant sensory experience will happen again can cause a physical reaction
(Kirby, Dickie, & Baranek 2015). So, it is important to know each child with ASD individually to
help them avoid unpleasant sensory experiences as much as possible.
Sensory issues are just one area that affects children with ASD. Communication, emotional
wellbeing, and social interaction are also things that provoke anxiety and present a challenge
throughout their day. Depending where a child falls on the spectrum, communication and
emotional challenges can be different. For example, a child with Asperger’s Syndrome may not
be able to interpret facial expressions or nonliteral sayings, and have difficulty keeping eye contact
during a conversation. A child with high-functioning ASD may also have different pronation and
speak with a louder tone than his or her peers. Additionally, a child with ASD may have difficulty
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reading facial expressions. When a child with ASD is not able to read facial expressions, it makes
it difficult for them to interact easily with their peers. Other students who are more impacted by
their ASD may only speak through echolalia or may need to use sign language to communicate.
This creates a barrier in communication that can cause frustration and confusion throughout the
day. These speech characteristics may affect social interactions differently, but it is also important
to remember that their individual thought processes and interests affect these children significantly
as well. Studies also show that children with ASD have higher levels of negative emotions. These
negative emotions may increase irritability, poor social interactions, and poor emotional
regulation. Some of these negative feelings can be tied to past traumatic experiences that these
children become fearful of experiencing again (Mazefsky, 2015). It has been found that teaching
these children emotional regulation skills through cognitive behavioral intervention therapy is
helpful for social emotional wellbeing. Once these children learn to identify their emotions then
they can begin to choose avenues to regulate their feelings (NIDCD, 2012).
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Slide Text: What ASD Feels Like to Students. What surprised you about this simulation? What
did this teach you about how sensory stimuli affect people with ASD? Have you ever been this
afraid before? How would an experience like this make you feel the next time you went to the
mall? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgDR_gYk_a8
Script: The United Kingdom’s National Autistic Society made this video/virtual reality
experience (if you have the equipment) to help foster understanding of what a sensory overload
would feel and look like for a child with ASD. I’ll press play and we can experience it all
together, beware this video gets loud and can be a little intense. (After the video has been
watched) Can a few of you be kind enough to answer a few of these reflection prompts about this
video? What surprised you about this simulation? What did this teach you about how sensory
stimuli affect people with ASD? Have you ever been as afraid as this child before? How would
an experience like this make you feel the next time you went to the mall?
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Slide Text: Interventions and Strategies for Students With ASD. Know thy student. Beware of
Sensory issues. Keep to a schedule. Allow students to stim.
Script: What can we as teachers do to help our students who are on the ASD spectrum? Firstly,
you have to realize that if you have met one student with ASD then you’ve only met one student
with ASD. Though some students with ASD face similar challenges, no two students on the
spectrum are the same. Each student will have very different interests, strengths, and preferences.
More importantly, each of these students can be impacted differently by their ASD. Some
students may be nonverbal and challenged intellectually while others may have little
communication challenges and thrive academically. So, I urge you to dive into your students’
IEPs and speak with parents and special education teachers. Also, it is important that there is
consistency between classroom teachers, special education staff, and home to make things run
more smoothly for the student and all stakeholders. A little knowledge can go a long way when it
comes to making school a peaceful environment for a child with ASD (Boer & Simpson, 2009).
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Students with ASD have very specific needs and sensory issues so it is important to find
out what sensory issues they may possess and accommodate your classroom accordingly.
Students with ASD are affected by their environment much more drastically than a person
without ASD. Many classrooms are designed with fun bright colors and lighting. However, it's
important to understand that these bright lights and colors may be overstimulating to children
with ASD. It can be helpful to tone down the lights and use more muted colors if you plan on
having students with ASD in your classroom. It may also be important to create a “break zone”
where a student with ASD can take a break and rest between class activities when they feel
overwhelmed. Additionally, to meet these students’ sensory needs, sensory fidgets or tools can
be utilized if they are agreed upon with an IEP team. Understanding and accommodating for
these students will make your classroom run more smoothly and provide the student with less
anxiety throughout their day (Clerkley, 2014).
Most children with ASD enjoy following a pattern or schedule on a daily basis. You can
help these children by understanding their routine and schedule and sticking to it as much as
possible. You can help students with ASD and all students in your classroom by creating a
routine in your class. This can help the student avoid tantrums, meltdowns, and anxiety. Lastly, if
there will be a major change in a schedule it is important to let students with ASD know
beforehand so they have time to process this change and they are not taken by surprise. We all
like our routine but children with ASD need it just a little more (Boer & Simpson, 2009).
Another important thing to know about is stimming, or self-stimulating behavior.
Stimming is basically burning excess or nervous energy through repetitive movement. We all
stim, but the way children with ASD do it is much more noticeable. When you are sitting in class
and you tap your foot, shake your leg, or rock slightly in your chair you are burning nervous or
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excess energy. Children do the same thing, and they usually do it when they become
overwhelmed or nervous. It is important to let these students flap, rock, spin, or pace because it
is an avenue for them to calm down. Additionally, these children are not trying to disrupt the
class they are trying to calm down. Once the teacher establishes this as an acceptable behavior
for the student to the rest of the class, then the students will not give attention to the student with
ASD (Clerkley, 2014).
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Slide Text: Interventions and Strategies for Students With ASD. Use highly visual instruction
that is step by step and less verbal. Teach organization and social skills. clearly state beginnings
and endings, give breaks, and use interests.
Script: You may be asking yourself about the best way to provide instruction to students with
ASD. Verbal linguistic avenues of learning are usually the least favored among the ASD student
population. This is because it takes them longer to process verbal information. With that being
said, the less verbal instructions for an assignment the better. Providing wait time for students with
ASD to process information is helpful too. Students with ASD do well with written, step-by-step
instructions and visual representations of each step. Color coding is a great way to organize
information and instructions too. Students with ASD also do well when they are given the final
product before they start a project or assignment. This is because students with ASD have difficulty
processing information so it is helpful that they see what they are supposed to create first hand
(Clerkley, 2014).
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Children with ASD need extra help with skills regarding social communication and
organization. As mentioned earlier in the presentation, children with ASD struggle with social
interaction, a skill that many of us take for granted. Social skills lessons can go a long way for a
student with ASD and the rest of the class. These could be done in a small group or as a whole
class, but it is good to identify a social skill that your child with ASD struggles with. These lessons
can be presented through videos, read out loud as stories, or acted out in skits performed by
students in the class.
Organizational skills can also be taught through organization checks as a class. It is
suggested that students use a checklist to check each other’s organization. When they are done
they turn in the checklist to the teacher for a grade. During this time the teacher can work with a
small group on organization for students with ASD and those who need it most (Boer & Simpson,
2009).
Assignments and school work are especially daunting for students with ASD. There are a
few more accommodations that can be made to make schoolwork less painful for students with
ASD. One thing that can be done is to infuse a child with ASD’s interests into any assignment
especially those that may be repetitive throughout the year. Creating themed work or tests that will
come up through the year or exploring a unit in literature or science that interests the student with
ASD can be very productive. Students with ASD do well when they know something has a clear
beginning and a clear ending. This can simply be stated by the teacher, but sometimes the student
needs breaks on longer assignments. A great way to give breaks and increase productivity of
students with ASD is to use a timer. The timer signifies the amount of time they need to work and
afterwards the timer can be used again to give a short break. We all need to take breaks and
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approach large projects in small pieces, students with ASD just need this in a clearer format (Boer
& Simpson, 2009).
Working with students who have ASD is no small task. However, getting to know your
students with ASD and utilizing some of these strategies can go a long way. I hope in the future
you can use some of these strategies and accommodations to make your life and the lives of your
students with ASD a little easier.
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Slide Text: Ten strategies for the Inclusive Classroom: 1. Use collaborative learning
opportunities. 2. Utilize student created visual aids. 3. Teach exemplar behaviors of an inclusive
classroom. 4. Use literature about disabilities to foster acceptance. 5. Create class jobs and teach
life skills. 6. Accommodations for all. 7. Provide modifications discreetly. 8. Give alternative
assessments. 9. Provide instructional scaffolding. qo. Create peer tutoring opportunities.
Script: Being a teacher in an inclusive classroom requires someone who is willing to try to make
a community of learners out of the diverse student population they have. I think of it as instilling
an “all for one and one for all” attitude for the whole class. At the core of inclusive teaching
strategies is creating an environment where students can be agents of their own learning and
helpful coaches to each other. These strategies go hand in hand with the Universal Design for
Learning but they have been designed to give specific strategies that take little resources that you
as teachers could use tomorrow! There is a lot that goes into creating a community of learners,
which I will talk about in the next few slides. However, once these systems are up and running
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both the teacher and the students will reap the benefits of these practices. The teachers will
benefit from having more time to plan and the students will be more engaged in their learning.
Also, don’t be overwhelmed by the amount of strategies that you’ll be given. Like anything else
take it slow, try one strategy at a time and see how it works with your specific class.
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Slide Text: Use collaborative Learning Opportunities. What they do: Provide opportunities for
language acquisition. Develop collaboration skills. Develop problem solving and self efficacy
skills. Allow for teacher to target struggling students or provide interventions.
Script: The first goal of inclusive education is to create cooperative students through
collaborative learning opportunities. This can be done by introducing projects, games, and
manipulatives to learn or show understanding. Collaborative learning supports English language
acquisition, and social skills. In these scenarios the teacher is able to take the role of facilitator
instead of providing instruction in front of the classroom. It also allows the teacher to provide
extra attention to groups of students that may be struggling or provide direct instruction for small
groups during these activities. Groups are best if picked by the teacher who should pair students
who will work well together. Both homogenous and heterogenous groups are fine as long as they
are switched from time to time. For math, one way to foster cooperative learning is through
creating group activities that can work as exit card opportunities. Students can show
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understanding of math problems on white boards individually or in groups. Another great format
for showing understanding in math is through the use of technology, such as utilizing video
recordings, or presenting work on a presentation screen. It is also important to give students roles
in their group such as the scribe, presenter, or the quality control manager. Some examples of
cooperative learning opportunities in language arts are readers’ theatres, theoretical problem
solving geared towards the theme of the module, group research projects, and role play
opportunities. Science is a great avenue for cooperative learning structures where projects,
research, problem solving, and presentations can be made to foster understanding of scientific
concepts. Here are a few words of wisdom about cooperative groups: Cooperative groups are
best when they have four or less students. Also, these groups will work best if strategically
picked by the teacher. Remember to allow time for teaching new content, reviewing instructions,
guided practice, and cooperative learning. Students don’t always have to be in cooperative
learning groups but the more consistently you can provide these opportunities the better.
Mentioned in the next slide is a repetitive cooperative learning opportunity that can be used at
the beginning of any new section (O'Keeffe & Medina, 2016).
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Slide Text: Utilize Student Created Visual Aids. What they do: Create visual resources for key
content and vocabulary. Save the teacher time and energy creating visual aids. Provide
collaborative learning opportunity that has a low entry for all students. How to implement: Use at
the beginning of a new section or module. Create an example piece and rubric. Grade off the
rubric. Have students present their visual aid and interview students for understanding.
Script: Another strategy for teachers of inclusive classrooms is to create a highly visual
classroom with plenty of visual aids. It has been long established that visual aids in the
classroom help all learners, especially those with disabilities and those who are English language
learners. If you had all the time in the world to create these visual aids that would be nice, but
luckily there are two very powerful tools that we can use to create them, the students and the
internet. Visual aids help the students grow as independent learners and also take the teacher out
of the information bottleneck. Before you start a section think about the key vocabulary that will
be used. Create one strong example of what you’d like the visual aids to look like. Remind the
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students that these visual aids will be graded and that they will help the class remember
important subject-related vocabulary words. It is good to grade these on a rubric and review the
rubric with the students before they start. Luckily this rubric can be used throughout the whole
year on other visual aid projects. In an all-inclusive classroom, students should be situated in
strategically picked groups of two, three, or four. It is also important to enable student access to
the internet, printing, textbooks, magazines, and art materials for these projects. When the
students finish their projects you may choose to have them present their posters with related
information to the rest of the class. This type of project-based learning creates students who are
agents of their own learning. They are given the tools and the vision but they have to create it the
way they think is best. This type of activity will also create a need for collaboration and/or the
opportunity to learn how to collaborate correctly. At the end, your classroom will be enriched
with beautiful vocabulary that your students created to help the class succeed (O'Keeffe &
Medina, 2016).
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Slide Text: Teach Exemplar Behaviors of an Inclusive Classroom. Active Listening Skills:
Students need to learn how to be active listeners. This helps the teacher teach but it doubles as a
skill needed to be part of a collaborative group. Self-determination skills: Students need to learn
the skills of choice making, problem solving, and decision making so they can overcome these
challenges by themselves. Good Collaborative Behavior: Teach what it looks like to be an active
member of a group. How to resolve conflicts and make decisions as a group.
Script: To ensure that the classroom environment is primed for learning and group activities,
teachers can do a few things to create a positive atmosphere. Teachers can teach active listening
skills to make sure instructions are being heard and comprehended by the class. This can be done
in the beginning of the year through social skills lessons and can be built into the classes’
morning meetings. Before a question of the day or the morning meeting the teacher can review
what it looks like and sounds like to be a good listener. It is important for students to know that
their voices are being heard by their teacher and their peers. This is also a skill that they will
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have to use in cooperative learning groups to be successful in collaborative activities throughout
the year. Students will need good self-determination skills to be able to perform the self-guided
work of the inclusive classroom. These strategies can be embedded into lessons or instructions
before self-guided learning opportunities. Three areas to cover are choice making, problem
solving, and decision making. This way when students come across one of these challenges they
will have knowledge on how to approach it. The best way to go over these is through skits or
scenarios that may occur during cooperative or self-guided learning activities. Another set of
skills that needs to be taught in the beginning of the year is how to be a good group member. The
teacher can review common arguments and situations that might come up during group work and
how to deal with them. The teacher can also define what it means to be a fair group member. Just
like creating classroom rules, the class could create the rules or expectations of being in a group.
Since students spend so much time in these collaborative structures it is important they know the
rules of group work and that these rules are posted in the classroom for future reference
(Bucholz, & Sheffler, 2009).
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Slide Text: Use Literature About Disability to Foster Acceptance. There is a plethora of books
about students that are middle school age students. These books help create empathy and
understanding about others with disabilities.
Script: Utilizing literature to explore the world of disability is another easy way to create a
culture of acceptance in the classroom. Children in middle school are aware of their disabilities
and others’ disabilities. However, children at this age generally don’t understand what it feels
like to live with a disability as a middle school student. There is a lot of literature in this area
geared towards middle school students. A few books that are popular are Wonder by R.J.
Palacio, El Deafo by Cece Bell, Lizzie by Maxine Kumin, Anything But Typical by Norah
Raleigh Baskin, and Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key by Jack Gantos. These books will make
students with disabilities feel like they have characters to compare their struggles to. These
books will also create understanding and compassion in the classroom for students with
disabilities (Willis, 2007). If you don’t believe me give it a try. The conversations with my
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students while reading these types of books have surprised me and I am sure they will surprise
you too.
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Slide Text: Create Class Jobs and Teach Life Skills. Class Jobs can double as life skills training.
These jobs/skills will have to be explicitly taught in the beginning. Identify repetitive needs of
your classroom and how to teach each skill. Create a checklist for each job.
Script: Another thing that teachers struggle with in the inclusive classroom is how to teach life
skills to students who require them. Teachers also struggle with keeping an organized and
smoothly operating classroom. If teachers are able to identify activities that they do every day
and delegate those duties to the students then this could solve two problems. For example,
students could organize supplies, clean the floor, and tidy up the class library. They could also
create visual aids, be in charge of putting homework up on the board, or making decorations for
the class. Additionally, students could be in charge of computer organization, attendance
charting, and homework collection. Ideally the majority or your students will have a job to do
when they come into the classroom. However, it will take modeling and repetition for students
with disabilities to get these skills down. It is a little bit of work up front, but like I said earlier,
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this will help students focus on life skills and create a classroom that operates a little more
smoothly (Willis, 2007).
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Slide Text: Accommodations For All. How to appropriately use accommodations should be
taught to the class. Enough accommodations should be provided for all students. Some examples
of accommodations are: calculators, whiteboards with markers, graphic organizers, information
charts, copies of important notes and vocabulary.
Script: Accommodations are something that teachers are familiar with giving at the individual
level. The key point of difference between “old school education” and inclusive education is that
accommodations should be provided to all students. Students need to be taught when
accommodations are necessary and when they should challenge themselves. For example, each
table can have calculators, whiteboards with markers, graphic organizers, information charts,
copies of important notes and vocabulary. If accommodations are available to all students then
students will be more likely to use them since it is the norm of the classroom. Students can also
use these accommodations and not be ashamed of needing the support since it has been provided
to the whole class. Some other accommodations can be provided through formatting. For
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instance, part of the class can be released for independent practice while the other part can
continue to work on skill development with the teacher. Or, teachers can pair two students of
varying skill levels on some academic activities (Bucholz, & Sheffler 2009).
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Slide Text: Provide Modifications Discreetly. Students are self-aware in middle school, thus
modifications should not single out students. Some Modifications: Create work with answer
choices, matching, and example problems completed on the page. Grade on content knowledge
not grammar and spelling. Create modified tests and assignments beforehand.
Script: Accommodations can be provided to all students while modifications of curriculum and
assessments will continue to be provided individually. The only problem with providing
modifications at the middle school level is that teenagers are very self-aware and don’t want to
appear different from their peers. This poses a problem for teachers when they would like to
provide modified assessments and materials to students with disabilities. It is best practice to
make modified curricula and tests appear like the curriculum the rest of the students will be
receiving. These tests and assignments should be handed out at the same time as the rest of the
work. Here are a few examples of modifications that can be used at the middle school level.
Teachers can grade response and papers on content knowledge and not grammar and spelling.
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They can modify assignments to target only the standard that will be assessed. Tests and
homework assignments can be modified ahead of time by lessening the amount of problems,
Teachers can create work with answer choices, matching, and example problems completed on
the page. Teachers can also easily modify work in small groups creating simplistic learning
objectives for students who require modifications. When creating modifications keep it simple, it
is important to create materials that cover solely the lesson objectives This way students will be
learning the new content and not struggling with extra “filling” that is not the lesson objective
(O’Keeffe & Medina, 2016).
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Slide Text: Give Alternative Assessments. Projects that utilize rubrics and interviews are a great
alternative assessment. Alternative assessments help students show understanding through
preferred expressive abilities. Some alternative assessments: drawing, acting, working
collaboratively, making a poster, singing a song, writing a poem, or creating an oral/ theatrical
presentation.
Script: Alternative assessments are good for the teacher and the students. Teachers who give
traditional tests need to create modified versions for some students, but if teachers decide to use
alternative assessments, then they will be required to do much less work. The teacher will spend
less time having to modify tests and the students will be able to show their understanding
through their preferred expressive abilities. One way to do this is through project-based learning.
When using project-based learning, the project can be used as a grade. A rubric can be used to
give a grade to students on their final project. This could be used in combination with an oral
interview with each student to gain an understanding of their knowledge of the standards and
learning objectives involved in the project. Some other forms of alternative assessments are
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drawing, acting, working collaboratively, making a poster, singing a song, writing a poem, or
creating an oral/theatrical presentation. For some students these forms of assessment will help
them show their understanding better than traditional assessments. Like other strategies shared in
this presentation, you do not have to use alternative assessments 100% of the time. However, it is
good practice to use alternative assessments as much as possible in your inclusive classroom
(O'Keeffe & Medina, 2016).
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Slide Text: Provide Instructional Scaffolding. Instructional scaffolding allows the whole class to
learn together. Instructional scaffolding provides cues to help students learn new skills and be
taken away one the skill is acquired. Some common types of scaffolds are: writing scaffolds,
language scaffolds for responding to questions, and math problems scaffolds.
Script: Providing instructional scaffolding is another strategy that will help the class acquire
new skills and knowledge all together. Instructional scaffolding can be used in all subject areas.
Usually instructional scaffolding is utilized when a new skill is introduced to the class. A popular
example of instructional scaffolding is the use of graphic organizers. These are great for students
with disabilities because it gives these students cues that help acquire new skills. These scaffolds
can provide basic information, activate prior knowledge, allow information to be provided in
smaller chunks, or provide procedural structure to assignments. Scaffolds can be taught while
teaching a concept or strategy to the class. Some common scaffolds are writing scaffolds,
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language scaffolds for responding to questions, and math problem scaffolds that teach the
procedural breakdown on math problems (O'Keeffe & Medina, 2016).
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Slide Text: S Create Peer Tutoring Opportunities. Students need to be taught essential tutoring
skills to be good tutors. Students can practice tutoring skills with younger students. Create
standards and rewards for students who provide quality tutoring.
Script: Peer tutoring is a classroom strategy that significantly helps the teacher and the students.
Peer tutoring has been proven to provide higher rates of student feedback, provide more
opportunity to practice specific skills, increase confidence and interpersonal skills, create a
deeper level of understanding for tutors, and provide opportunities to practice English language
and conversational skills. So, the question is: How do teachers make this possible? First, teachers
have to teach the skills that are required to be a good tutor. Students have to know how to
provide directive tutoring. This is where they are instructing another student a new skill or
procedure. Students also have to know how to utilize non-directive tutoring where they are
filling in knowledge gaps and asking leading questions to bring their tutees to the correct
solution, product, answer, etc. Students also have to be taught how to give positive feedback and
corrective feedback. Without learning these skills through lessons, skits, and scenarios these
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students will struggle to actually tutor one another. The next step to peer tutoring is actually
creating structures for students to tutor each other. This can be built in weekly, biweekly, or even
daily to your schedule. Since this is a new skill, many students will be shy to participate. That is
why it is important to set goals for the class and have rewards for successful tutoring sessions.
For example, the class can be given a reward for 200 successful tutoring sessions. A successful
tutoring session can be documented on a slip of paper that has a checklist of the “positive tutor
skills” the tutor used, tutee and tutor signature, and a description of the work that was done
together. It is best if students choose to be tutors, but it a teacher would like to set up peer
tutoring sessions they could use a few different structures. For example, they could have highperformance students work with lower-performing students. They could have students who are at
the same level work together, or they could have cross-grade level tutoring sessions. Obviously
cross-grade level tutoring would take more organizing but it is a great way to introduce tutoring
and review critical skills. For example, an 8th grade class could give four peer tutoring sessions
to a 7th grade class on combining uncommon fractions during the month of September at their
school. This way the class would learn the skills to use during their in-class peer tutoring
sessions. Like many of these other strategies in this presentation there will be an effort up front
to get the structures in place, but once they are established more learning will happen in the
classroom (O'Keeffe & Medina, 2016).
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Appendix B
Manual of Best Inclusive Educational Practices
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Strategies For The Inclusive
Classroom

Strategies for Students with
ADHD
Create a Positive Setting

Use questions of the
day and morning
circles
 Provide time to learn
rules through
activities
 Schedule student’s
most challenging
classes first
 Use a token economy
system


Time Management
Chunk work into
smaller steps
 Give visual reminders
and steps of
assignments
 Allow flexible output
of work
 Use small group
direct instruction


Strategies for the Inclusive
Classroom
10 Strategies for the
Inclusive Classroom
1. Use collaborative
learning
opportunities
frequently
2. Utilize student
created visual aids
3. Teach exemplar
behavior of the
classroom
4. Use literature about
disability
5. Create class jobs
and teach life skills
6. Allow all students
to use
accommodations
7. Provide
modifications
discreetly
8. Give alternative
assessments
9. Provide
instructional
scaffolding

Strategies for Students with
ASD
 Know your
student’s unique
strengths, interests,
dislikes, and areas
of need
 Tone down your
classroom and know
your students’
sensory preferences
 Keep routine in
your class and know
your students
schedule
 Allow your student
to stim when they
need to
 Use less verbal
instruction and
more visual step by
step instruction
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Strategies for Students with
ADHD
Using Extra Energy
Create repetitive jobs
for student to help
with
 Utilize movement
breaks, transitions,
flexible seating, and
fidgets.
 Use break cards or
emotional regulation
aids to help self
regulate


•

Strategies for the Inclusive
Classroom
10. Create peer
tutoring
opportunities

Strategies for Students with
ASD
 Teach
organizational skills
 Use a timer to mark
the end and start
of new activities

Use questions of the day and morning circles
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